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Thank you so much for that introduction, Millan.   
 
It’s an honor to being standing here before all of you tonight, 
especially considering that my selection as the faculty speaker 
was the result of a vote by our graduating seniors.  Democracy 
is often a wonderful way to make decisions, but in most cases 
that process entails satisfaction for those whose votes matched 
with an election’s outcome and frustration for those whose 
votes ran counter to it.   
 
So in an effort to welcome every graduate in the room, let me 
give you two choices: 
 

Congratulations on getting the speaker you wanted!  I 
hear that his sage-like reflections are truly inspirational! 

 
  OR 
 

Condolences on not getting the speaker you really 
wanted.  Just zone out.  He’ll be off the stage soon.   

 
Well, regardless of which one of those you chose, let’s get down 
to it.  And by “get down to it,” I mean “Let’s talk about 
psychology!”  For those of you who don’t know me or my role 
at Providence Day, I am one of our upper school psychology 
teachers.  And as a psychology teacher, I get to spend every day 
talking to students about the cognitive, emotional, and 
behavioral experience of human existence.  Which covers a lot 
of ground, and gives me a lot to work with in terms of 
convocation addresses. 
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I’d like to speak a little bit today about memory.  What is a 
memory?  Not just in the experience of having one, but in terms 
of the way that a memory physically exists inside the brain?  
The human brain is made up of neurons – billions and billions 
of spindly cells that are complexly interconnected and whose 
function allows for all sorts of activities.  For example, these 
neurons enable graduating seniors to do everything from 
playing ping pong, to writing college applications, to running 
and jumping out of a window in terror as Dr. Marshall bears 
down on you with a balled up sock.     
 
Physically speaking, a memory is a web of these connected 
neurons, referred to as a neural network.  Recalling a memory 
involves activating that network in a specific pattern that 
cognitively recreates the initial experience associated with it.  
So, when you try to remember your cell phone number, the 
moment of realization of the number corresponds with the 
electrical activation of the neural network storing that piece of 
information.  Zap.  And there it is.   
 
So if you’ll indulge me, let’s activate some neural networks 
here tonight.  I want everyone in the room – not just students, 
but adults as well – to think about their experiences from 
school.  Specifically, I’d like you to close your eyes and recall 
one of the happiest memories that you can of being a school-
aged person.  It can be from an actual school day, but it doesn’t 
have to be.  It just has to be from that time in your life, and 
genuinely happy – we’re talking Patronus-level happiness here, 
for any Harry Potter fans in the audience.   
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Take a second and think of one.  Is it an athletic victory?  A 
difficult academic task bested?  A theatrical triumph?  A date 
that went well?  A date that went REALLY well?  That’s right, 
seniors – I just got a significant number of your parents to 
think about sex right in front of you.  Some grandparents too, 
maybe – I don’t know.  You are welcome.  But back to it – focus 
on this pleasant memory you’ve chosen.  What does it entail in 
terms of your senses?  How did things look?  Sound like?  
Smell?  Taste?  And perhaps most importantly, let yourself feel 
the happiness that is innate in this memory.  It’s the reason you 
picked it, after all.  Sit there for a moment and let it fill you up.   
 
That’s nice, isn’t it?  Now, let’s go again.  I’d like you to recall 
another memory from the same time in your life, except this 
time, I’d like it to be a memory of regret.  Close your eyes and 
let it come to you.  A time that you made a poor decision.  A 
time when you damaged a relationship that was important to 
you.  Something that you might sometimes wish with all your 
heart that you could go back and change.  This one isn’t as fun 
as the last memory, of course, but I’d ask that you try to feel it 
in the same way.  Sights.  Sounds.  Smells.  Live with it for just a 
few moments.   
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I promise that wasn’t an exercise in sadism.  It was an exercise 
in balance.  Because if you really think about it, you’ll realize 
that your memories are you.  Not just the story of your life, but 
your identity.  There are famous case studies in memory that 
involve types of amnesia – memory loss usually due to some 
sort of trauma to the brain.  And some of these cases involve 
individuals who experience what is called generalized 
retrograde amnesia – they lose the ability to recall most, if not 
all, of the memories they had accumulated from the beginning 
of their life up to the moment of their brain damage.  And it 
never comes back.  Who are these people?  I don’t mean their 
names.  Who are they relative to who they were?  They look the 
same.  The sound of their laugh hasn’t changed.  They still walk 
with the same hitch in their step that they always had.  They 
might still love popcorn and hate cauliflower.  But is this the 
same person that walked the earth before the accident, the 
virus, the injury? 
 
Frankly, no.  These people are fundamentally changed.  But this 
isn’t an experience reserved solely for the tragically brain 
damaged.  This happens and is happening to every person in 
this room.  It’s called neuroplasticity – the brain’s ability to 
reorganize itself.  You can argue that this occurs with every life 
experience we have.  Every memory created.  Or forgotten.  
Every change to the total cache of memories we possess also 
changes who we are from the slightly different person that we 
used to be.  I won’t even get into the realm of false or altered 
memories – the fact that some of the events you’ve experienced 
didn’t happen the way you remember them happening.  Or that 
some of them didn’t actually happen at all.  And that maybe 
none of this is real.  And we’re living in The Matrix.  Or that this 
is all a dream.  And I’m incepting you.  I think I can hear some 
of my more mindful students having mental breakdowns as I 
speak.  Where’s Maddie Miller?  Slowly being crushed under 
the weight of her own existence. 
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My point is that our memories make up a large part of our 
identities.  And those identities are not the sum of happy 
memories alone.  Some life experiences and the memories 
created by them may be unpleasant, but they are still valuable.  
They teach us about ourselves, the people surrounding us, and 
the larger world.  If we could erase them, we wouldn’t be the 
same version of ourselves anymore.  And I’d argue that this 
altered version wouldn’t necessarily be a better one.   
 
So before I close, I’m going to ask you to do one more 
visualization with me.  Close your eyes.  I’d like you to think 
about the future, and one aspiration you have for it.  Something 
that you hope will come true.  It could be occupational.  Or it 
could have to do with family or friends.  Is it the payoff for a lot 
of hard work?  Or does it evolve slowly and naturally and 
effortlessly into something beautiful?  Sit with this for a minute 
and soak in the wonderful possibilities of what could be.   
 
As opposed to the first two exercises I’ve asked you to engage 
in tonight, this last one doesn’t technically involve memory.  
Because these aspirations haven’t yet had a chance to become 
reality.  They’re dreams.  But in a clumsily poetic attempt to tie 
this in with my earlier theme, let me posit the following:  
Perhaps dreams are just memories of the future.  They might 
come true, or they may not.  But they’re just as much a part of 
our identities as memories of our past.  They are answers to 
the question, “Who do you want to be?” – a question so well 
suited to times of transition like the one we are here to 
celebrate tonight.   
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So where should I leave you, class of 2018?   
 
There is so much life for the living that lies before you.  Be 
beneficiaries of your past.  Do what feels right.  Work.  Play.  
Have new experiences.  Learn, learn, and learn some more.  
And do your best to make sure that it all revolves around your 
memories of tomorrow.   
 
Thank you, and much love always. 


